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John A. Bauscher, Class of '43
speaks from experience when he says ...

"United States Steel
offers first-rate opportunities
in research and product development"

_TOHN BAUSCHER graduated from colu lege in 1943 with a B.S. degree in
Metallurgy. After a stint in the Navy,
he returned to college as a metallurgical research assistant. In 1949 he received his M.S. in Metallurgy and
then came to work at the U.S. Steel
Applied Research Laboratory. After
just four and a half years, Mr.
Bauscher had progressed to Division
Chief for Sheet Products Development — responsible for the improvement of present sheet steel products
and the development of new and improved types.
Why did Mr. Bauscher choose U.S.
Steel? Because, says he, "U.S. Steel
produces such a great diversity of
products and maintains such a thorough research program on all its products — not only theoretical research,
but also applied research or product
development. The graduate engineer

has unusual latitude in selecting the
type of products and the type of research that interest him most. Work is
done not only on steel, but on many
raw materials and by-products as well.
"And,"says Mr. Bauscher,"Opportunities at U.S. Steel are better now
than ever before because of the emphasis on product development and
the recent expansion of research
facilities."
If you are interested in a challeng-

ing and rewarding career with U.S.
Steel and feel that you can qualify,
you can get details from your college
placement director. And we will gladly
send you a copy of our informative
booklet, "Paths of Opportunity,"
which describes U.S. Steel and the
openings in various scientific fields.
Just write to United States Steel Corporation, Personnel Division, Room
1622, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full hour of top flight
TV drama, presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station.

UNITED STATES STEEL

AMERICAN BRIDGE.. AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE .COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL.. CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL
GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING. NATIONAL TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY •• TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS .. UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY .. Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
`,-47

"I chose
Worthington
fIr
oII ortunities
in international
trade"
•"Worthington was my choice," Mr. Berger says,
cause of the excellent training and the unusual experiences
that are possible with a manufacturer having a worldwide
reputation, and worldwide distribution. Then, when a
company has seventeen divisions, including air conditioning, refrigeration, turbines, Diesel engines, compressors
and pumps of all kinds, construction machinery, and
power transmission equipment, a graduate engineer's
chances for getting into his chosen field are even better.
"Supporting these divisions are research, engineering,
production, purchasing, and sales, domestic and export.
The real opportunity, however, is in Worthington itself.
This is a company that is growing,just as it has for more
than a century. It is always looking for new, related
products and good men to engineer, produce, and sell

•n
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them—at home and abroad.
"I began my career with Worthington's training program in the Research and Development Laboratory, where
full-scale equipment is designed, tested and improved.
This experience gave me an understanding of the tremendous part the company plays in the everyday life of
lions of people. Within fourteen months I was sent to
Mexico to inspect the facilities of our distributors there.
"The opportunities for first-hand laboratory experience,
sales training and contact, travel and field trips, among
many others, make Worthington a first-rate company for
the young engineer with a desire to learn and progress in
his work."
When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think
Worthington.

8.26
ey
ollege Placement
ainingDepartment, WorN

WORTHINGTON
THE SIGN OF VALUE AROUND THE WORLD
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nuts

Rollpins

HIGH TENSILE NUT

HEX NUT

SPLINE NUT

dia. from 1/16" to 1/2"
CLINCH NUT

1200° F. HIGH-TEMP. NUT

Rollpins are slotted, tubular steel, pressed-fit pins
with chamfered ends. They drive easily into holes
drilled to normal tolerances, compressing as driven.
Extra assembly steps like hole reaming or peening
are eliminated. Rollpins lock in place, yet are readily removed with a punch and may be reused.
Cut assembly costs by using Rollpins as set
screws, positioning dowels, clevis or hinge pins.
Specify them in place of straight, serrated, tapered
or cotter type pins.

GANG
CHANNEL NUTS

FLOATING ANCHOR NUT

Every major aircraft now being assembled relies on the
vibration-proof holding power of ELASTIC STOP nuts.
Only ESNA manufactures a complete line of all types
--ind sizes of self-locking nuts.

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION 01
OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK

Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
Dept. N34-152, 2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J.

Please send me the following free fastening information:

D
D
LI

Elastic Stop Nut Bulletin
Rollpin Bulletin
AN-ESNA Conversion Chart

LI

Here is a drawing of our
product. What fastener would
you suggest?
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1955
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institme during the
presem school year to learn more about your college entrance and the highly
accredited engineering courses available to you at Rose. The next freshman class
1% i

be admitted September 12, 1955.
OFFICE OF AIDNIISSIONS

ROSE POLYTlECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE

JANUARY, 1955
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1916—The first Boeing plant, Seattle

1954—Boeing's Seattle plant as it appears today. New Engineering Building is shown in foreground.

Is career stability important to you?
Then the chart below will be of interest.
It shows that 46% of Boeing's engineers
have been with this company for five
or more years; 25% have been here 10
or more years, and 6% for 15 years.
vont
won
21+

11%

21%

31%

41%

50;

15+
11+
5+

One reason for this stability is that
Boeing has grown steadily for 38 years,
providing plenty of room for advancement. Another reason is the highly interesting type of work at Boeing, such
as designing and building America's first
jet transport and the revolutionary B-47

and B-52 jet bombers, as well as work
on pilotless aircraft, supersonic flight
and research in nuclear-powered aircraft.
Still another reason is this: Boeing
always has put dominant emphasis on
engineering development. Pioneering in
this field has meant that Boeing constantly has increased its engineering staff
in relation to total employees. Fifteen
years ago, one out of 16 employees was
in engineering. Five years ago the proportion of engineers had been raised
to one in ten and today it has climbed
to one in seven.
Boeing has rewarding openings for
engineers of EVERY category—electrical, civil, mechanical, aeronautical and
related fields, as well as for applied

physicists and mathematicians with advanced degrees.
Careers at Boeing afford a wide variety of experience in research, design and
production, as well as work with new
materials and techniques, and contacts
with a cross section of industry through
Boeing's vast subcontracting program.
Boeing promotes from within and
holds regular merit reviews to assure individual recognition. Engineers are encouraged to take graduate studies while
working and arc reimbursed for all tuition expense.
For further Boeing career Information
cons'ult your PLACEMENT OFFICE, or write

RAYMOND J. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas

Air40EAVAW
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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WICHITA, KANSAS
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THE PERCENTAGE of hydrogen in
liquid hydrocarbons can be determined
by making two simultaneous measurements on the sample to give (1) density
and (2) the absorption rate for beta
rays. The weight percentage of hydro-

gen in the sample is computed from
these measurements and a calibration
curve. The new instrument shown here,
a Standard Oil development, measures
the beta ray absorption rate.

BETA RAY
used to speed hydrogen measurement
The problem: How to measure the percentage of
hydrogen in organic compoundsin a short time.
The established process was combustion. It
took about four hours, and so discouraged the
use of hydrogen determinations. But such
analyses are increasingly important. Processes
in the petroleum and chemical industries often
involve hydrogenation or dehydrogenation. In
addition, the percentage of hydrogen is an
index to the performance of critical fuels such
as those used in jet planes.
A rapid method for measuring hydrogen
content would therefore be a great help in
both research work and plant control.Standard

Oil's Engineering Research Department, specialists in solving technical problems, took on
this challenging assignment.
A new machine—a beta ray hydrogen analyzer — was invented and constructed. It gives
results in five minutes, and is twice as accurate as the old combustion method. It is so
easy to operate that a laboratory technician
can use it.
Problems such as this are met continually
in Standard Oil laboratories. They offer an
opportunity for young men with training in
chemistry and engineering to test their knowledge, skill and ingenuity.

Standard Oil Company

'\
STANDARD

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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adds a-o/d efrad. . .
Suppose we pause here at the beginning of the Spring semester and take
a brief glance at the four months just past and do a little crystal-gazing into
the five months immediately ahead.
For those of us who have been at Rose more than a couple of years, the
Fall semester has been a quiet one, unbroken by inter-class "differences" and
enforcement of the late Freshmen Commandments. In their place, however,
has appeared an extensive and reasonably well-planned intramural sports
program which, in spite of a slow start, shows great promise of filling the void.
The Convocations Committee is another group which deserves the congratulations of the student body for the arrangement of an unusually fine series
that will continue throughout the Spring semester.
With the coming of the new semester, the freshmen will be called upon
to make one of the more important decisions of their college careers, that of
deciding whether or not to join one of Rose's four fraternities. It will be
important to you later on that you make your own decision, the one that fits
your special case. Choose wisely and don't yield to group choice.
Finally, to everyone, the very best of luck in the new semester — you're
going to need it.

FRONTISPIECE: Surging upward, these Air Force "Sabre Knights" of the 325th Fghter-Interceptor Squadron speed their North
American F-86D Sabre Jet interceptors straight up over the California coast to demonstrate high speed maneuverability of
the aircraft.

JANUARY, 1955
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In most phenomena involving the
diffusion of liquids or gases through
porous solids, temperature distribution in solids, lamellar flow in fluids,
or the field patterns of electrostatic
and magnetic fields, the distribution
of the equipotential lines is described
by the Laplacian equation. Solutions
to the equation are obtained either
by analytical methods, numerical
processes, or analogue computers;
however, in most practical problems
only the latter two systems are
feasible. The numerical process is
tedious at best, involving extensive
mathematical cut-and-dry substitutions before a set of solutions is obtained. The analogue computer, on
the other hand, utilizes the model
principle, that is, a problem is set
up in terms of another in a less
complex field of physics which can
be described by the same Laplacian
equation.
The most commonly used analogue
computer for the Laplacian equation is the electrolytic tank, but
its accuracy is limited by the nature
of its component parts (an electrolyte, sheet metal electrodes, and insulated probes) and the surface tension and polarization of the conducting solution. These limitations are
by-passed if the continuously conducting medium is replaced by a fine
network of resistors. Such a device
has been built by the National Bureau of Standards, under the direction of Dr. L. Marton of the NBS
electron physics laboratory, specifically for an investigation of electroPage 10

static problems associated with axial- as divided into cells bounded by cosymmetrical
electron-optical ordinate surfaces, then the nodal
ly
fields. The NBS resistance analogue points of the resistance network can
computer is patterned after a unit be considered as being in the middle
developed by G. Liebman', but the of these faces. The value of the reaccuracy of the device has been in- sistance between neighboring nodal
creased by improvements and modifi- points is analogous to the resistance
cations of the original design.
of the electrolyte between opposite
Analogue Solution of the Laplacian faces. The resistance network is deA widely used numerical approach signed to solve problems for which
to the solution of the Laplacian equa- the potential is independent of one
tion is the relaxation method de- of the coordinates in any coordinate
veloped by Southwell. In this meth- system, i.e., rectangular, spherical
od, a medium is divided into an polar, or cylindrical polar.
In general, the NBS resistance anaarray of blocks, and it is assumed
that an impressed potential is uni- logue computer gives the same soluform within each block. In a method tion to a Laplacian equation that
using the electrolytic tank, the would be obtained by applying
electrolyte is a medium of uniform Southwell's relaxation technique, in
conductivity providing a potential which the differential equation is redistribution that satisfies the La- placed by an equation involving
place equation. Thus, if electrodes small finite difference. The resistance
are constructed of sheet metal, ar- network has the advantage of giving
ranged in proper geometry in a tank the answers instantaneously, wherefilled with a conducting solution, and as the relaxation technique requires
given the proper potentials from an laborious computation. The accuracy
external source, each point in the of the network depends primarily on
electrolyte will have the potential the fineness of the mesh and the
of a corresponding point in a given manufacturing tolerances of the reproblem. Measurements are made sistors; the errors in actually
by placing an insulated probe suc- measuring the potential are quite
cessively at the points of interest and low. The error in measuring the
reading the potential with a volt- potential, as well as the error due
meter or potentiometer.
to the finite size of the mesh, is
Replacing the continuously con- greatest in the regions where the
ducting medium with a fine network potential difference between adof resistors, as is done in the NBS jacent points is greatest. The value of
analogue computer, is analogous to the latter error can be determined
dividing the problem into blocks of and applied as a correction term to
constant potential. If the electrolyte the solved Laplacian. The accuracy
of the electrolytic tank is thought of of the resistance analogue can be
THE ROSE TECHNIC

further improved by expanding the
scale of the problem. Thus, if information must be obtained about a
particular segment of the problem,
the potentials at a boundary surrounding the segment would be
measured. These values would become parametric conditions that
would best set into the computer at
its physical extreme. In effect, the
particular segment under investigation would be magnified. The procedure may be repeated until the
limit of accuracy of the computer is
reached.
Computer Components
The NBS resistance analogue computer is composed of 2 sets of networks, each 60 resistance units in
the axial direction and 20 in the
radial direction—in all, 2700 resistors of 0.5 percent accuracy are
used. Special terminating strips are
installed at the edges and ends of
the computer. The top strip gives
the effect of five additional rows of
resistors so that important fields
near the boundaries of the problem
may be determined. Because in
axially symmetrical systems the resistor values on the Z axis and leading from the axis to the first row
must be infinite, the row of nodal
points representing the axis is made
to correspond to a distance of 1/8
unit from the axis. The strips at the
ends of the Z axis put the edge of
the problem on the last column of
nodal points so that advantage may
be taken of symmetry about the XY
plane whenever it exists.
One-half watt wire-wound resistors with 0.5 percent tolerance make
up the network. Except in the terminating strips, the values of the
resistors are independent of the Z
coordinate. The resistors in the axial
direction vary as 1/R from 16,000
to 100 ohms (R is the distance from
the Z axis); those in the radial directiqn vary as the natural log of
R.,/RI from 4,160 to 102 ohms.
A signal generator and an audio
amplifier supply the input signal to
both the network and a 100-ohm potentiometer. Two 1-ohm potential dividers maintain equal potentials on
each electrode and on the input to the
JANUARY, 1955

precision potentiometer. The potenti- is a curve than cannot be fitted to
ometer output and the probe voltage the resistance network, the values
for the node under investigation are of the resistances in the neigborhood
amplified by a high-gain audio am- of the curve must be altered. Howplifier, and the amplified difference ever, because the resistors are pervoltage is observed on a 3-inch os- manently soldered into the network,
cilloscope. In determining the poten- only corrections involving a decrease
tial of a point in the medium, the in resistance may be made, these by
probe is placed at the particular using external shunts. The choice
node and the potentiometer is ad- of a cylindrical polar coordinates on
justed until no deflection is visible the NBS computer makes the neton the oscilloscope. The value of the work exceptionally well suited to
nodal voltage is red to five places electron-optical problems because
on the potentiometer, which has a the equipotentials nearly always apguaranteed accuracy of 1 part in pear along rows or,columns of nodes.
Thus, the necessity for shunting re10,000.
The computer may also be used to sistors to take account of curved
investigate problems that are physic- boundaries seldom arises.
ally too large to be handled in the Computer Problems
60-by-20 network. Twenty-five addiThe field distribution between the
tional voltages are available through
a series of jacks on the border of parallel plates of a capacitor is used
the resistor panel. The voltages are to test the performance of the comused to simulate the boundary con- puter. All the nodal points on one
ditions of the expanded problem. edge of the network are given a
Thus, a particular voltage — repre- potential of 1 volt, and those on the
senting the boundary condition — is opposite side are held at zero poapplied to the desired point or points tential. This type of problem is
in the network until the complete easily solved by conventional anaboundary is simulated by the extra lytical methods. In this particular
test the measured computer voltvoltages.
(Concluded on page 22)
In case the shape of the problem

This resistance analogue compute contains over 2700 resistors. It solves Laplacian
equations.
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Artist's conception of the
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first

central station atomic sower ,flh1.

PeSea4cit
aid
evekopmeni
Edited by
Bill Cade, jr., m.e.
heated and is pumped to the four
heat exchangers, two of which are
visible in the cutaway foreground.
This preliminary artist's sketch
The other two are in the horizontal,
shows the nation's first central stacylindrical structure to the rear.
tion atomic power plant which is to
Heat from this pressurized superbe built at Shippingport, Pa., near
As can be seen from the cutaway heated water converts other water
Pittsburgh, as a joint project of the view, the atomic reactor which pro- in heat exchangers to steam. The
Atomic Energy Commission vides the heat, and the heat ex- steam then is piped to the turboand the Duquesne Light Company. changers which generate the steam, generator. This pioneer nuclear
Westinghouse Electric Corporation will be located underground in con- power plant will produce a minimum
is developing and building the re- crete and steel structures. These un- of 60,000 kilowatts of electricity.
actor portion of the plant under con- derground structures will provide
tract to the AEC. The Duquesne protection to operating personnel GMC "Dream" Truck
Creation of a GMC "dream"
Light Company will design and con- and the surrounding area in addistruct the turbine generator portion tion to the many protective devices truck, a front-wheel-drive mechaniand will operate the entire plant.
in the reactor itself. The large cen- cal marvel with the grace and versaThe plant components depicted tral underground structure houses tilty of a Pegasus, vvas announced
are, from the left: a building for the reactor itself which is located recently by Philip J. Monaghan, vice
fuel handling, the atomic reactor and within the vertical, cylindrical con- president of General Motors and
heat exchangers, the maintenance tainer which represents the pressure general manager of the GMC Truck
building and overhead traveling vessel. Water under pressure is anS Coach Division.
crane, the turbo-generator building, pumped through this vessel. It is
GMC's all-purpose vehicle, proCentral Station
Atomic Power Plant
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the switchyard containing transformers and circuit breakers, and transmission lines. In the right foreground
is a building containing shop and
administrative facilities.

THE ROSE TECHMC

ject XP-39 in the General Motors
Styling Section, has been officially
designated L'Universelle, a French
word meaning all purpose or versatility of application.
L'Universelle will be unveiled to
the public in the GM Motorama of
1955 which opened Thursday, January 20, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
in New York City.
Although the basic design of
L'Universelle is a panel delivery,
minor manufacturing changes can
convert it into a small bus, taxi,
station wagon or sportsman's car,
Monaghan disclosed. On such other
applications, windows would replace
the panels.
As a panel delivery truck, the
GMC creation is 10 inches lower and
10 inches shorter than current model panel delivery trucks, yet has a
greater cubic foot capacity and a
load floor height only half that of
any in use today, Monaghan revealed.
To place the floor only 13 inches
from the ground, as designed by the
General Motors Styling Section, GM
Central Engineering eliminated the
regular driveshaft to the rear, used
a drop-center rear axle, and gave
the unit a front-wheel drive.
Thus L'Universelle becomes the
first truck in history to have exclusively front-wheel drive.
"Under a 1,000-pound load, 54 percent of the gross vehicle weight will
be on the front wheels, ensuring excellent traction effort," Monaghan
said. "In addition, the front-wheel
drive combined with a wheelbase of
only 107 inches and an overall length
of 188 inches gives our truck a
maneuverability and more positive
control on turns that are highly desirable safety factors. The frontwheel drive pulls the body around
corners instead of pushing it, eliminating tire skid and making a safer
turn."
Monaghan listed other L'Universelle features as:
Engine: A V-8 of 288 cubic inches developing 180 horsepower, is
located behind and beneath the
driver and transmits power to the
differential through an inverted
Hydra-Matic transmission. A deDion
JANUARY, 1955

drive to the front wheels permits
them to move up and down independently of the frame.
Cooling: Air comes through a
roof intake, feeding a large volume
of air through two ducts into the
radiator core which is located at the
left-hand side of the engine, back
of the driver compartment.
Springs: Torsion bar springing
in front, long leaf springs at the rear,
and 8:00 x 13 "Hi Speed" tires keep
the body low for easier curb-loading.
Visibility: There is unusually
good visibility for the driver through
a large panoramic windshield, emphasized by the forward location of
the driver's seat. With no hood in
front to cut down visibility, the
driver's visual command of a street
is equal to that of a bus driver.
Tires: 8:00 x 13 "Hi Speed"
narrow white-wall with a rated load
capacity of 1,050 lbs., per tire. Tread
of 62 inches, the same as that of a
Cadillac, ensures greater stability.
Loading Doors: L'Universelle offers a much greater combination
of loading doors than any other
truck. The rear loading door is a
4 inch high and 44 inch wide
/
38-1
clear opening. For loading bulky articles, the two side doors open to a
46 inch high and 48 inch wide clear
opening. They fold uniquely upward
on a four-bar hinge, extending a
maximum of 20 inches away from the
body as they open to afford an unob-

structed opening to the load compartment.
Maintenance: Average maintenance is through an access panel
behind the seat. The battery, water,
oil, and hydra-matic are checked in
this manner. There is an additional
access panel through the load wall
giving access to the carburetor, generator, fan belt, spark plugs, etc.
Instrument Panel: This is a
"floating" type wherein the instruments are clustered on a dais that
seems to float against a concave
copper-anodized perforated screen.
Below it is the console with various
controls.
Communication: Two-way radiotelephone located inside the instrument panel to enable the driver
to receive messages from his terminal en route. A jump clock, and
a route file drawer for cards and
delivery receipts, are next in line
across the panel.
Body: Fiber glass reinforced plastic.
Color and Trim: Exterior is
irridescent copper with chrome trim
and extruded aluminum panel below the rub rail. Interior is in copper tones, with copper-anodized
moldings. Floor of the compartment
is linoleum over aluminum-backed
plywood, with stainless steel skids.
The front seat alone is wider than
that of the largest passenger cars,
(Continued on page 26)

GMC's "Dream" Truck — the XP-39.
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An Electromechanical Instrument
for the Automatic Recording of
Rapid Changes in Weight
An analytical balance recently developed at the National Bureau of
Standards automatically makes a
continuous record of changes in
weight, following even rapid changes
with good accuracy. Developed by
Floyd A. Mauer of the NBS mineral
products laboratory, the new instrument is If
used at the Bureau to
record changes in weight of samples
of complex minerals during thermal
decomposon. Because it combines
versatility and convenience with low
cost, the device is suitable for many
other laboratory applications requiring a record of weight as a function
of time.

The NBS instrument uses a conventional laboratory balance modified so that changes of weight are
balanced by adjustment of a magnetizing current. The balancing force
results from the interaction of the
magnetic field
aolenoid (coil of
ST
wire) with the fie of a permanent
bar magnet suspended, inside the
solenoid from,
one side of the balance. Automatic
balancing is
achieved by means of a photoelectric
sensing arrangement inwhich a
beam of light is reflected to a dual
phototube from a mirror mounted
II the balance beam. The two sections of the phototube are connected
in a bridge circuit, the output of
which is amplified and applied to
the solenoid. Any change in weight

Adjusting the recording analytical balance recently developed at the National Bureau
of Standards.

tending to produce unbalance is
promptly counteracted by whatever
change of solenoid current is needed
to maintain balance (within a small
fraction of a division of the belance
scale). An electronic damping
cuit eliminates oscillations and enables the electrical output of the instrument th faithfully follow very
rapid changes of weight.
The record of weight changes is
obtained by connecting a resistor in
series with the solenoid and applying the voltage developed across this
resistor to a •commercial recording
potentiometer of the •strip-chart type.
Since the balancing force exerted on
the magnet is directly proportional
to the current through the solenoid,
the weight scale is linear and the
recorder is easily made to read directly in milligrams. By substituting
a different dropping resistor, a different magnet, or both, full scale ranges
of as little as 10 milligrams or as
much as 1 gram are obtained. For
ranges of 100 milligrams or more,
accuracy is better than one-half of
one percent of full scale.
The electronic circuitry of the
balance is quite simple. In addition
to the phototube, the entire tube
complement consists of two twintriode amplifiers, a power-supply
rectifier, and three voltage regulators. When the two sections of the
phototube are equally illuminated,
the output of the bridge circuit in
which they are connected is zero.
Any movement of the balance beam
results in a bridge output voltage
that is proportional to the departure
Sf the beam from its equilibriurn
(Concluded on page 25)
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

"Always something new"
"Different types of work appeal to different
men,"says Donald O'Brian(A.B.,Indiana,'50),
in the Traffic Department with Indiana Bell Telephone Company. "For me, I'll take a job that
keeps me hopping. And that's just the kind of
job I have.
"You'd think that after two years I'd have all
the variables pinned down. But it doesn't work
that way. When you supervise telephone service
for thousands of different customers whose needs

are always changing, there's always something
new coming up.
"I started with Indiana Bell in 1952, after
two years in the Army. My training program
exposed•me to many different kinds of telephone work—customer contact, personnel, accounting, operations. I saw a lot of jobs which
looked as interesting as mine. As much as I
like what I'm doing now, I bet I'll like my next
spot even better."

Don's enthusiasm for his job is pretty typical of how
most young college men feel about their telephone
careers. Perhaps you'd be interested in a similar opportunity with a Bell Telephone operating company, such
as Indiana Bell ... or with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric or Sandia Corporation. See your Placement Officer for more information.

JANUARY, 1955

BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM
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As A Consultant
By Foster Dee Snell
(Editor's Note) Mr. Snell, who is
Whether to take a job that has
president of Foster D. Snell, Inc. and been offered should be decided chiefone of the country's outstanding au- ly by whether you think you will
thorities in the field of surface chem- like the work. If you really like
istry, has contributed this excellent your work, it will prove a challenge
article to the E.C.M.A. magazines for and hold your interest. Then you
use in a series intended as a guide will want to keep it, and advance
in the company as your experience
to future engineers.
warrants it.
What are the opportunities for a
The Salary Question:
chemical engineer in a consulting
group? What are his chances for adSalary should, of course, be "the
vancement? How does the job com- going" rate for your training and
pare with one in a specific industry? experience. It is not necessarily the
I will try to answer these questions dominant factor in a job offer. If
in a general way and can perhaps salary is your first criterion, you
give you a picture of what some of should probably try to get into sales
the factors are which might help rather than into technical work.
A survey of the incomes of Ameriyou to enjoy your job, and some of
can
Chemical Society members for
the principles which might help you
1950
— these include both chemical
to succeed in it.
engineers and chemists — showed
One way in which consulting work that
people in these professions
may differ from that in a specific
make fairly good salaries which vary
industry is that the former involves
with the particular job classification.
great variety. Consulting engineers
Of twenty-one categories, only four
may have to design and install a
showed a higher percentage of
plant for making peanut oil or tung
people getting $6,001-$10,000 than
oil alternatively — as we did on the
those getting $3,001-$6,000. These
Island of Madagascar — or may have
were for people employed in patent
to design a plant for the separation
work, sales, consulting, and adminand purification of magnesium — a
istration.
job we also have done. Actually, the
In all other classes of work, such
work itself is not essentially differas research and development, plant
ent whether done in a consulting
operations, plant control, teaching,
group or in the laboratory or draftand government employment, the
ing department of a chemical manulargest number employed in each was
facturing firm. The set-up is much
at the $3,001-$6,000 salary level.
the same; the demands on the
Patent work is highly specialized,
technical ability and need for perrequiring both technical and legal
sonality adjustment and cooperation
knowledge, and an interest in careare similar.
ful and accurate phraseology. A high
Some consulting groups are rela- percentage of patent attorneys are
tively large, some small. Advance- in the upper salary brackets. Sales
ment in either case depends largely work demands technical knowledge,
on the individual, his interest in his pleasant personality, drive, and perwork, the drive he puts into it, and sistence. In consulting work, a good
his willingness to accept and meet technical background is highly imresponsibility. One way of demon- portant because the consultant is
strating this spirit is by consistently selling services. He has to get redoing a little more than is actually sults and get them with a good
demanded.
measure of economy. In other words,
Page 16

he must be a good business man as
well as a sound technical person.
Administration is always the most
highly paid work because it involves
determining broad policy and supervising — sometimes closely, sometimes remotely — the work of others.
More than half of those reporting
as employed in industrial administration got over $10,000 a year.
The Position of Management:
No beginner is going to be high
in the administration of a company.
He needs experience and he has to
add a great deal of real learning to
the training he received in college.
However, those at the top are always looking for good younger
workers to grow into position of
leadership and so share in the general management picture. As soon
as an engineer or chemist has one
person under him whose time he is
responsible for, he becomes a part
of management, even if it is only the
person who washes glassware. Every
ambitious young person should aim
at reaching some degree of supervisory responsibility as soon as possible.
The supervisor at any level has
the privilege of giving instructions—
often called orders but preferably
phrased as suggestions. The responsibility is to see that the instructions
or suggestions are clearly enough
worded so that they will not be misunderstood and that the person to
whom they are given is capable of
carrying them out. Do not tell a
draftsman to figure the manufacturing costs of a plant when he only
knows how to make the drawings
for it.
Good management is important
in any industry but it seems as
though it is especially important in
a consulting organization. Management has the doubtful privilege of
(Continued on page 20)
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By Carson W. Bennett and Nina J. Mahaffey
Remember the
Military Ball
RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE
LIBRARY
Spoor of Spooks, by Bergen Evans
Belaboring myths, vulgar beliefs,
and unreason generally, the author
sheds the light of common sense into many cluttered and musty corners of dark human life. His purpose
is "to give aid and comfort to the
enemies of nonsense."
Song of the Sky, by Guy Murchie
The book is ostensibly a record of
the thoughts that occur to the author
in the course of a regular transatlantic run. What emerges finally is
a number of things — a charting of
the ocean of the sky, a lesson in
aerial navigation, and the story of
the development of flight.
Thirty Years, by J. P. Marquand
"The essays, addresses, and short
stories included in this collection
represent the author's literary labors
over the last thirty years in forms
other than the novel. Some of these
stories and articles have appeared in
periodicals, but not in books.
By These Words, by Paul M. Angle
Great documents of American liberty, selected and placed in their
contemporary settings.
An Almanac of Liberty, by William
0. Douglas.
The author interprets the crises
in history which when weathered
were milestones in man's fight for
personal freedom. Here are the
people, events, and great decisions
from 1215 to 1954 that have anchored our basic rights into law.
A Clerk of Oxenford, by Gilbert
Highet

JANUARY, 1955

A collection of essays, primarily
on literature, which were originally
delivered as broadcasts. They are
grouped under three main headings:
Arts of Prose; Poetry and Poets;
Imagination and Reality.
Smokng and Cancer, by Alton Ochsner
The author states categorically
that cigarettes cause cancer of the
lung, gives his evidence, and points
up the horrific results of smoking
in any form.
American Science and Invention,
by Mitchell A. Wilson
The fabulous story of how American dreamers, wizards, and inspired
tinkerers, converted a wilderness into the wonder of the world.

March 5

Give her a Corsage
by HEINL'S

HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
129 So. 7th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.

Bring refreshment into play
have a Coke

We Laughed at These
There was once a wise clergyman
who kept on his desk a special notebook, which he had labeled, "Complaints of Members." But the book
contained nothing but blank pages.
When one of his people called to
tell him of the faults of another, he
would say, "Well, I have a complaint
book here, and I shall write down
the things you say. And when I
take the matter up with the official
board, I shall tell them of your complaint."
The sight of the complaint book
and the ready pen had its effect. "Oh,
no, I dont care to have you write
it down, not that I made the complaint!" And no entry was made.
The clergyman kept the book for
forty years, opened it thousands of
times before complainants, and never had occasion to write a line in it.

-CNN-•• Nsithreel Medli•noark
110111ED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THI COCA•COLA COMPANY IT

Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
924 Lafayette Ave.
Terre Haute, Ind.
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By Birt Kellam, Jr., e.e.

'05

Cook, C. Brenton, E.E., was
recently appointed as vicepresident of Sweeney and Jones, a
35 year old advertising agency in
Cleveland. At his new post he will
head a new business campaign just
getting under way and will service
several points. Well known in Cleveland advertising circles, he recently
joined this agency as an account executive. Prior to that he was vicepresident and director of ElwellParker Electric Company. He is a
former president of the Industrial
Marketers of Cleveland and the
Foreign Trade Association there.
08 Lindeman,
secretary-treasurer of the
deman and Krempe Contracting
Company. Mr. Lindeman was a vicepresident of the former Foulke's Contracting Company in Terre Haute.
He was also city engineer under the
administration of former Mayor
Vernon McMillan.
'12 Klenk, Oscar G., C. E., passed
away at his home in Blue
Island, Illinois, recently. At the time
of his death he was a retired draftsman with the C. & E. I. Railroad.
'19 Reinhard, Adolph E., M. E.,
formerly an assistant vicepresident of the Great Lakes Steel
Corporation, is now general superintendent of the Detroit Steel Corporation, Portsmouth Division.
31 Blake, Anthony G.,
now in Terre Haute with the
Cordova Color Corporation. Preceding this position, he was area supervisor for the E. I. duPont de Nemours
Corporation.
36' Spain, Richard W., M.
now chief furnace design engineer with the Owens-Illinois Glass
Company at Toledo, Ohio.
'38 Hayes, John
field supervisor, E A M Department, customer engineering, I B
M Corp:oration.
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'38

Wittenbrock, Norman G., Ch.
now Supervisor, Pile
Coolant Studies with General Electric's Pile Technology Sub-Section,
Engineering Department, at the Hanford atomic installation near R
land, Washington. The plant is operated by G. E.'s Hanford Atomic Products Operation for the Atomic Energy Common•.
Wittenbrock was formerly a
Chemical Engineer at the project.
He is a member of the American
Chemical Society.
'39 coons, Deward A., Ch. E.,
formerly assistant purchasing
agent for the DuPont Company, is
now vice-president and general manager of the R. J. Brown Company in
St. Louis.
'39 Ross, Joseph E., Ch. E., is now
with the American Viscose
Corporation.
'40 Mullins, Richard A., Ch. E.,
has been named Preparation
Manager of the Enos Coal Mining
Company at Oakland City, Indiana.
He will also be Preparation Manager
for Eneco Collieries, Inc. at Vincennes, Indiana. Mr. Mullins was formerly Chief Chemist for the Ayrshire
Collieries Corporation at Danville,
Illinois.
'41 McWilliams, Carlton L., C. E.,
is now senior engineer, research, at North American Aviation's
Rocket Engine Field Laboratory in
California.
Oct. '43 Valentine, Joseph M.,
E.E., is a sales engineer
with R. O. Whitesell in Indianapolis,
Indiana.
July '44 Price, F. Dayle, M. E.,
with the United States
Gypsum Company, has been transferred to Chicago and is now Assistant Development Manager.
46 McGlone, Wlliam R., Ch. E.,
formerly a Materials Engineer
with the U. S. Naval Ordinance Plant

in Indianapolis is now with the micro-wave laboratory of Hughes Research and Development at Culver
City, California.
Mh
arc '47 Gundlach, John T.,
E. E., instructor in
electrical engineering at the Pratt
Institute, has a new position as senior
engineer, instrumentation, Glenn L.
Martin Company in Baltimore Maryland.
March '47 Shannon, John B.,
C. E., has a new position as Job Captain with William
Hoskins Brow-n, architects in Boston,
Massachusetts.
Oct. '48 Yee, Alfred A., C. E.,
attended Yale after graduation from Rose, and then returned
to Hawaii and took a position with
the Bridge Design Section of the
Territory of Hawaii for 2 years.
The following two years he was
employed by the Navy District Public
Works Office as a structural engineer. Most of his work there pertained to buildings, towers, tanks,
airport runways, waterfront structures and other associated projects.
In 1953, he resigned his position
with the Navy and entered private
practice as a structural engineer consultant. Of interest is the art studio
designed by this consulting firm. It
represents the first thin shell structure in the Hawaiian Islands.
Jan. 49 Matsuda,
has joined the Civil Engineering Staff at Illinois University.
Aug. '50 Morse, Robert
is now working on his
Doctor's Degree in Soil Mechanics
at Illinois University.
'52 Pyle, L. Duane, C. E., received
his M.S. degree in 1954 from
Purdue University and is staying
there as a research associate at the
Purdue Statistical Laboratory on
some contract work for the United
States Air Force.
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Another page for

YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
How to beat shock loads
in a big dragline
Imagine the shock loads put on this big dragline's
intermediate swing shaft when the cab,the boom
and an 8-yard load of dirt being swung through the
air are suddenly stopped and the direction reversed!
Engineers solved this problem by specifying
Timken® tapered roller bearings.Timken bearings
not only take radial and thrust loads in any combination,they also assure long,trouble-free operation.

Why TIMKEN bearings have
high load capacity
This cross section of a Timken tapered roller bearing
illustrates one reason why Timken bearings do such a good
job under heavy load conditions. Notice that there is full
line contact between the rollers and races. It's this full line
contact that distributes the load over a wider area, gives
Timken bearings their extra load-carrying capacity.

Want to learn more about
bearings or job opportunities?

TINficfN
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Some of the engineering problems you'll face alter
graduation will involve bearing applications. For help in learning more
about bearings, write for the 270page General Information Manual
on Timken bearings. And for information about the excellent job opportunities at the Timken Company,
write for a copy of"This Is Timken".
The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.

NOT JUST A BALL C NOT JUST A ROLLER 0 ) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST -CD- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
JANUARY, 1955
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As A Consultant
(Continued from page 16)
decidingwhere,and when work
is to be done and the responsibility
of seeing that the how is feasiI- where physically adequate, and
the when attainable. In short, the
responsibty for getting results
ultimately devolves on management
and no "General blamed the Colonel,
Colonel blamed the Captain,
will serve.
A privilege of management is that
of leadership which carries the responsibty of setting a good example in every way, and nI.
ar of conferring with such assistants at such intervals as are necessary to provide that leadership.
Management has the privilege of determining policy, particularly with
respect to personnel relations and
then is definitely responsible Srsee
that policy is followed and personnel kept happy.
The responsibties of management outweigh the privileges. Some
men take the privileges delegated to
them, then try to have someone else
take the responsibility, notably by
checking every point with the person
tO whom they report. Such people
do not last long.
Let us see how one does research.
We all do it in basically the same
way. We get together what we think
are a number of competent group
leaders. We assign them what we
I.lieve are adequate personnel. We
define the objectives to be attained,
we cooperate on the plans for carrying out assignments, and we give
guidance as the work progresses. It
is then the duty and responsibility
of the group leaders to IS or have
done the day-to-day job of preparing set-ups — I mean of equipment
rather than the liquid variety—conducting the laboratory work, making
II.rvations, entering records, writing progress reports, and drawing
conclusions. They, the group leaders,
must cooperate, collaborate, and coordinate.
Management would like to select
competent people and then give them
their problems and their budgets and
sit back and have things roll along.
Page 20

That is idealistic, but unrealistic. Results have to be evaluated to see
whether a particular group is getting
anywhere on their problem or problems. Guidance has to be given. It
has to be given in such a way that
the guidee feels that it's only g
ance, not instructions. Nothing kills
initiative quicker than instructions
of exactly what to do and how to
do it. Technical people have to be
listened to sympathetically and encouraged when the going is rough.
Over-enthusiasm when things go
well must also be minimized so that
the swings from enthusiasm to discouragement will be lessened.
Any research organization, consulting or otherwise, is neither better
nor worse than the sum of knowledge, experience, and capabilities of
its total personnel.
As a matter of management the
research group is the basic unit.
Possibly in consulting, we give more
authority to the group-leader level
than does the average executive in
industry. I use the group leader as a
descriptive term; there are varied
titles used within different industrial
organizations for the person at that
level of responsibility. Actually this
is a person who has from one to ten
people working under him. The
workers are assigned laboratory
sI.ce and do the actual operations.
The degree of supervision naturally
correlates with the particular work
assignment and with the degree of
experience of the worker.
Periodically I tell our group leaders: "You must so handle your assignments that you get the maximum of productive effort, the optimum of results." Theoretically the
exact hours kept are not of first
imIS rtance; practically it's bad
policy to make exceptions as it creates hard feeling among those who
may feel less privileged. The ideal
research man is his own boss. He
finds it harder to please himself in
terms of results than to please management. He wants to get the facts,
and to know what his results show;
in other words, he becomes interested in the problems for their own
sake. Therein lies the answer to
creating scientists, whether they

work at a lab bench, in a pilot plant,
or do desk work.
Not all men advance at the same
rate. The most valuable men are not
necessarily those who advance most
rapidly. Steady progress is better
than the brilliant advance which
cannot keep up. To look at it from a
different angle, the "genius" is often
a problem child. A few years as a
member of a group is followed by a
year or two as a strawboss to break
in on managing at the group leader
level.
A man should segregate his personel life from his research to a
reasonable extent. That does not
mean that he should not ever discuss
his work at home or sS
at
work. It does mean that his wife's,
children's or girl friend's tantrums
or illnesses or perversities should interfere with his work no more than
a reasonable amount. Over the years
I have had a secretary fall nSve
and another one get religion. In those
particular cases the results were
fatal to production.
There's one type of engineer we
can do without — the flash-in-thepan type. He accomplishes one result
of greater or lesser significance. His
company adopts it—if a product,
usually a minor one—then the inventor expects to repose quietly on
his derriere for the rest of his useless life. The chemical engineer we
want finishes up one accomplishment
and goes on to the next.
We have to live with our fellow
men. Engineers too must be capable
of doing so. Therefore, the workers
all of us are looking for are pleasant
and tolerant of their fellow men.
When I say that a worker must be
tolerant, I mean tolerant of others'
opons, not of the legal triumvirate
race, creed, or color, although that
kind of tolerance is desirable. More
specifically, a man may have an
IIinion as to a product, process or
reaction. But if he tries to defend
that opon instead of being open
to adverse opinion, subject to experimental proof, he may find
self defending an obsolete poon
while others go on. Perhaps it is best
expressed that he must have a belief
(Concluded on page 30)
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Bill Zartman wants to know:

What effect
would an advanced
degree have on
my opportunities
for advancement
at Du Pont?
William N. Zartman is studying for a B.S. in Chemical Engineering at the
University of Illinois. Last summer he worked in the Technical Laboratory at
Du Pont's Chambers Works to gain industrial experience. He has not yet
selected a permanent employer, however; and right now he's asking the kind
ofquestions which will help him select the rightjob and plan a successful career.

Sheldon Isakoff answers:
Dr. Sheldon Isakoff received his Ph.D. degree in
Chemical Engineering from Columbia University
in 1952, doing his graduate research work on the
problem of heat transfer in liquid metals. Since
graduation he's been engaged in fundamental research work at the Du Pont Experimental Station,
Wilmington, Delaware. Dr. Isakoff is now a Research Project Engineer in the Engineering Research Laboratory.

Are you interested in research work?
About 2000 Du Pont scientists are currently engaged in research, aided by some
3500other employees.Laboratory facilities
of the highest quality are available at the
Du Pont Experimental Station near Wilmington, and elsewhere throughout the
country. Full information about research
work at Du Pont is given in "The Story of
Research." Write for your copy of this free
28-page booklet to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

REG. U.S. PAT.

BETTER

THINGS

OF

FOR

...THROUGH

BETTER LIVING
CHEMISTRY

WATCH "CAVALCADE OF AMERICA" ON TELEVISION
JANUARY, 1955

An advanced degree would undoubtedly have a favorable effect
in technical work, Bill, but let me enlarge on that just a little.
In my own field—chemical engineering—a doctorate is considered to be evidence of demonstrated ability in carrying out
original research. An advanced technical degree is therefore
helpful in obtaining work in research and development, where
that skill is definitely important. You might say it gives a man
a head start in proving his ability in those areas.
It's less important in some other areas, though. For example,
in production or sales work a manifest ability for handling
human relationships is just as important for advancement as
technical competence. If an engineer is sold on production work
or sales, a graduate degree in marketing or business administration might be more helpful to him than advanced technical
training—in getting started.
But I've noticed this at Du Pont. Once a man lands a job in
his chosen field and actually begins to work, his subsequent
advancement depends more on demonstrated ability than on
college degrees. That's true throughout the entire company—
in scientific work, administration, or what not.
So an advanced degree is not a royal road to anything at
Du Pont, Bill. But when coupled with proved abilities, an advanced technical degree is unquestionably helpful to a man in
research and development work. It often gives him a chance to
demonstrate his abilities more rapidly.
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Analogue
(Concluded from page 11)

ages were found to agree with the
analytical values to better than 0.02
percent. Agreement between the
computer solution and the analytical
solution also proves that no seriously defective resistors or solder connections in the axial direction are
present to impair the accuracy of
the computer.
The NBS Analogue Computer is
especially useful for the solution of
design problems. Often, a problem
arises in which only some criterion
of the internal distribution of the
fields is known. The boundary conditions must be determined that will
satisfy this criterion. For example,
one problem may be to find the
shape of electrodes that will cause
the gradient of an electrostatic field
to be zero at a prescribed point in
space. Should an electrolytic tank
be used, the tank electrodes would
have to be removed, reshaped, and

realigned every time a change in the ample, in the fluid flow problem the
boundary conditions became neces- boundary of the channel prevents
sary. This would subsequently in- flow normal to it but does not devolve conducting the experiment fine the "potentials" along its confrom the very beginning each time tour. An analogue for this type of
such a change occurred. On the problem would be produced by cutother hand, by using the NBS com- ting out resistors along the bounputer, the trial and error process dary line, or where applicable, by
would involve only changing the con- arranging the problem so that the
nections to a group of resistors or boundary line falls on the edge of
applying auxiliary voltages where the network. Because cutting out reneeded. Thus, the solution to a spe- sistors is impractical and in many
cific problem may be completed in problems the edge of the network
a small fraction of the time required cannot be used, a "potential" distriby the electrolytic-tank method.
bution along the boundary must be
The adaptability of the computer assumed and set up by means of
to other fields is illustrated by a heat the auxiliary potentiometers. The
flow problem in which the tempera- potential gradient normal to the
ture corresponds to the potential of boundary is measured at each point,
the electrostatic problem. In prob- and the boundary potential is adlems of diffusion, the concentration justed to eliminate this gradient.
of the diffused matter corresponds With successive eliminations of this
to potential. And in laminar fluid type, a boundary distribution is apflow, the velocity of the fluid is the proached having the desired propergradient of a potential that corres- ty of a vanishing normal gradient.
ponds to the electrostatic potential. This procedure may be compared
Problems involving boundary con- with the use of guard rings to avoid
ditions offer some limitations to the fringe fields in thermal conductivity
use of the NBS computer. For ex- measurements.
•

Experience
is a great teacher
but. . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
A Key to K&E Leadership
To design a slide rule that makes even the most complex
calculations simple takes ingenuity. Years of ingenious
developments and improvements by K&E, first to make
slide rules in America, produced the Log Log Duplex
Decitrig°, the slide rule most used by engineers and
students alike. Ingenuity—of design, of manufacture—is
one of the keys to K&E's eighty-seven years of leadership in drafting, reproduction, surveying and optical
tooling equipment and materials, in slide rules and
measuring tapes.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.

Order your books through

Rose Polytechnic
Book Store

New York
•
Hoboken, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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NORTH AMERICAN F-100

act
lag.. it
w
tited!
em
hese planes are some of America's
T
newest, biggest, best — setting new

CONVAIR F-102

DOUGLAS A3D

standards for speed, maneuverability,
reliability.
Widely separated airframe engineering groups developed these record
makers. Yet each plane has one vital
feature in common —
the engines are Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft's 1-57 turbojets — the most
powerful production aircraft engines
in the world!
Is it any wonder that so many young
engineering graduates want to work for
the world's foremost designer of aircraft engines?

DOUGLAS F4D

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

N1.0

East Hartford 8,

Connecticut

BOEING 707
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The design engineer trained in
welded steel construction is best
able to meet industry's need for
low cost manufacture because

474aie4pti4
/Voles

WELDED DESIGNS
CUT COSTS 50%
1(14Y using steel instead of cast iron,

1.)design engineers today make their
products more efficient ... many times at
half the cost. Product designs are stronger, more rigid, take less material to build.
Too little attention is usually devoted to
simplification of product designs to eliminate costly manufacturing manhours
once a basic design is established. Where
designers reappraise product details for
welded steel construction, production
costs are being cut an average of 50% compared with manufacture using castings.
Manufacturing operations are simplified with welded steel design. Rejections
due to inferior metal are eliminated. Less
machining and finishing are required.
Finished machines are streamlined, more
modern in appearance.
In the example below, an economyminded design engineer lowered manufacturing cost on a machine arm and cut
weight of the arm.
Before conversion to steel, the machine
arm required 182 pounds of gray iron
and cost $38.25 to cast and machine.
Welded steel design weighs only 86.8
pounds... costs $20.06.

Fig. 1. Original
cast construction

of operating machine lerer.Weighs182
pounds... Costs $38.25.

Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha held a Thanksgiving dinner party, Sunday, November 21, for members and their
dates.
After a short vacation the Lambda
Chi five won its opening basketball
game with Sigma Nu by a score of
61-45. This has been the only game
played by the team so far, but we
are looking forward to a successful
season.
A dinner was held for members
on Thursday, December 16, to celebrate the two week Christmas vacation.
Congratulations are in order for
three men; Tim Zimmerman who
pinned Miss Ritchie Danielson of
Davenport, Iowa, a freshman at
I.S.T.C.; Jack Hughes who is engaged to Miss Gladys Waits of
Georgetown, Indiana, now a senior
at I.S.T.C.; and Sam Hart who is
engaged to Miss Joan Parker now
attending
DePauw
University,
Greencastle, Indiana. Thanks for the
cigars men.
J. R. Froinholz
Theta Xi

Fig. 2. Welded steel
design is stronger,

stiffer yet weighs
only 86.8 pounds...
Costs $20.06.
DESIGN DATA for welded construction is available to •ngin••ring students in the form of bulletins
and handbooks. Write

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Cleveland 17, Ohio
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT
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On Dec. 11, before the Christmas
holidays, Theta Xi collaborated with
Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau Omega
in the annual WM Dance. After the
dance an open house was held at the
Theta Xi chapter house. The air of
Christmas prevailed as carols were
sung around an open fire. Colonel
Jacobs was among the guests. Refreshments were served.
Just before leaving for home, a
large Christmas dinner, prepared in
Mrs. Archer's best fashion, was enjoyed by all.
After the vacation, which was, of
course, too short, the boys from Detroit received much razzing as their

vaunted Lions succumbed to the
Cleveland Browns 56-10.
Just last week, Bill Waggener's
parents moved from Pikeville, Kentucky to Elizabeth Town, North
Carolina. However, Bill doesn't
even expect to see his new home,
for, by the time the next vacation
rolls around, his parents will have
moved again. This moving process is
necessitated by his father's job. He
is a civil engineer. All this jumping
around has resulted in 18 different
grammar schools and 3 different
high schools for Bill, a total of
21 different towns and 12 different
states. Bill says the only piece of
furniture they transport anymore is
their television set.
Congratulations are in order for
Doyne Granlund, who became engaged to Miss Sharon Burroughs of
Allen Park, Michigan during the
Christmas holidays.
Gene Mrava
Alpha Tau Omega
Initiation for the present pledge
class will be held Sunday, February
5. The following week-end has been
set aside for the annual freshman
parties.
Congratulations to brother Ron
Vahle who recently pinned Miss
Kathleen Huber of Indianapolis.
Miss Huber is at present an employee
of the All State Insurance Company.
Our sincere wishes for a speedy
recovery are extended to Professor
Carl Wischmeyer and Mr. J. J.
Maehling, A.T.O. province chief.
Both of these men are at Union
Hospital.
Special interest is being focused
on inter-fraternity basketball this
year. The Taus' record at the present time is one win and one loss.
Art Masters
THE ROSE TECHNIC

RECORDING IN A BALANCE
(Concluded from page 14)
position.
If this voltage is amplified and applied to the solenoid without any
provision for damping, the balance
tends to oscillate around the equilibrium position. To eliminate this
oscillation both magnetic and viscous damping were tried successfully, but a simple modification of the
electronic circuit to provide velocity
damping proved far more convenient. This velocity-damping circuit,
a type commonly used in servo systems, senses the rate at which the
unbalance signal is changing (this
rate is proportional to the velocity
of the balance beam) and applies
to the solenoid a component of current that is proportional to this rate.
This current is phased so as to oppose the motion of the beam. The
result is a braking force, proportional to the velocity of the beam,
that can be adjusted to eliminate the
tendency of the beam to oscillate.
When the damping control is properly adjusted, an abrupt change in
weight as great as 1 gram can be

recorded in 3 seconds without excessive hunting.
The balance has been used at the
Bureau to provide thermochemical
data for a study of the kinetics of
the dehydration reaction of kaolins.
This weighing technique has proved
ideally suited to the automatic recording of both weight-change and
differential temperature curves on a
single chart, and has made it possible to obtain large amounts of needed data with a minimum of attention
from laboratory personnel.
An example of a potential application of the NBS recording balance
is in the drying of cotton fibers, or
other moisture absorbent material,
to constant weight. A commercial
manufacturer of instruments has already indicated an interest in constructing a model of the NBS instrument tailored to this particular use.
Another contemplated use is in the
study of the high temperature oxidation resistance of certain of the cermets that are now being tried as
turbine blade materials.

Sample chart with simultaneously recorded weight-loss and differential-temperature
curves of a mineral specimen, is at the right in this diagram of the recording balance.

Hunter, Gillum & Hunter, Inc.

GENERAL INSURANCE
BONDS

Phones C-1400

16 So. 7th St.

Terre Haute

"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"

THE BLOSSOM SHOP
Gladys Cowan Pound

674 Ohio Street
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Telephone C-3828

Member
Telegraph Delivery Service
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Re44a/sch and 2oeuelapstent
(Continued from page 13)

Monaghan said. If used as a bus,
taxi, station wagon or sportsman's
car, the two seats placed in the rear
would give it a capacity of nine persons.
Monaghan emphasized that the
GMC all-purpose vehicle has modern applications, and that it is a
result of the thinking and planning
of top corporation executives.
"This is a superlative example of
the teamwork in General Motors
that goes into GMC truck development," Monaghan said. "Mr. Harley
Earl, chief of the GM Styling Section, conceived the design of L'Universelle, and
A. Chayne, head
of GM Central Engineering, drew up
the engineering plan.
"The chassis was built by our own
Engineering staff at GMC Truck, and
the job was completed in GM Styling."
L'Universelle will be featured at
all GM Motoramas of 1955. Its next
appearances after the New York
show will be with the Motorama in
Miami, Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Boston.

New Kodak Retina Camera
Features Marked Versatility
A new 35mm miniature camera
which is expected to be of particular interest to industrial photographers has been announced by the
Eastman Kodak Company. The camera features interchangeable lens
components, built-in exposure meter,
a combined rangefinder-viewfinder,
and coordinated shutter and diaphragm controls which are expected
to make it particularly adaptable to
use in the field as well as in the
laboratory or studio.
Standard lens on the new camera
is a fast Retina Xenon C Lens, 50mm,
f/2. By changing the front component of this standard lens, telephoto, and wide-angle combinatiims
are obtained. Telephoto effects are
given by an 80mm, f/4, component
wide-angle effects with the 35mm,
f 5.6.
A particularly interesting feature
of the new Retina IIIc is a new built
in exposure meter which measures
both high and low light levels, and
in addition, has an attachment for
use as an incident light meter. Readings are given in light values which
relate to similar values expressed
on the diaphragm ring on the front
of the camera. Since diaphragm and
shutter are coordinated in the new

New Kodak Retina IIIc with attachments.

Retina, setting of one adjusts the
other to its proper relationship for
exact exposure.
The coupled rangefiner is of the
super-imposed irnage type comJI
bined
with a viewfinder of a new design.
This viewfinder incorporates a projected frame device with the field
size clearly outlined in the field of
view.
The new Synchro-Copur
n-i
Shutter on the Retina IIk has ten speeds
from 1 to 1 '500 second and "B". It
is synchronized for all types of flash
bulbs and for electronic flash. It has
a built-in self-timer.
The film advance lever is built
into the bottom of the camera in a
natural position for easy thumb use.
Advancing the lever automatically
advances the film and cocks the shutter, thus making•possible rapid sequence pictures.
The Kodak Retina Mc Camera
standard 20- and 36-exposure
35mm. film, black-and-white or color.
With its Standard Retina Xenon C,
50mm,lens, the camera is priced
at $185.
New Antennas
Introduction of a new, improved
line of 13 high-power batwing antennas for VHF television broadcasting sthtions was announced recently by the General Electric Company.
The new type 50, 60, and 70 antennas were designed for use by low
and high channel broadcasting stations.
The new antenna line is a culmination of 10 years experience in design and manufacture of this type
of antenna by GE.
The new antennas feature the usc
of 7
/8" styroflex feed lines, improved
junction boxes, and new techniques
in cable grounding for high power
capability and reliability. All antennas are shipped pre-tested and assembled from the factory ready for

T1

The greater safety factor, built in
for high power application, gives a
greatly reduced maintenance cost,
according to GE engineers.
The new antennas also conform to
the new RETMA standard of 50 ohm
inS ut impedance.
Page 26
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While the gain of the new antennas remains the same as their former
counterparts in the GE line, a better
Voltage Standing Wave Ration is obtained. This is accomplished by
matching the feedpoints at each batwing element. Actual VSWR is expected to be about four per cent
better than the guaranteed VSWR
of 1.1 over the band.
The new antennas use a standard
type of steel mast which will withstand fifty pounds per square foot of
wind pressure. This is equivalent to
an actual wind velocity of 112 miles
per hour.
Also included in the new line are
more useful single bay, low channel
and two bay, high channel standby
antennas with 20 and 30 kilowatt
input ratings.
Although prices of the new antennas have not been increased over
previous models, lightning rods,
nominal null fill-in, and beam tilt are
also included with the antenna at no
extra cost.
(Concluded on page 28)

Byrd Bros.
NEHI BOTTLING CO.

Royal Crown Cola
and

ENGINEERING WRITING

new is an ideal way

for the engineer or
physicist with some
aptitudefor writing to
enter thefield of advanced
electronics. hi this
relatively new and
expanding area you can
make immediate and
effective use of your
academic trainiv while
acquiring additional
experience.

HUGHES

Hughes Research and Development
Laboratories are engaged in acontinuing program for design and manufacture ofintegrated radar and fire control systems in military all-weather
interceptor aircraft. Engineers who
produce the maintenance and operational handbooks for this equipment
work directly with engineers and
scientists engaged in development of
radar fire control systems, electronic
computers, and other advanced electronic systems and devices.
Your effortin thefield of engineering writing through these publications transmits information to other
engineers and technical personnel on
operation, maintenance and modification of Hughes equipment in the
field.
You will receive additional training
in the Laboratories at full pay to become familiar with Hughes equipment. Seminars are conducted by
publications specialists to orient new
writers. After-hours graduate courses
under Company sponsorship are
available at nearby universities.

SCIENTIFIC AND
ENGINEERING STAFF

RESEARCH

AND

Nehi Flavors
DEVELOPMENT

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California

1348 Sycamore St.
LABORATORIES

Terre Haute, Ind.
Phone C-3054

Photograph above: Engineer-writer John Burnett (left)
works with engineers John H. Haughawout (right) and
Donald King to compile handbook information.
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Redea/scit and .%etAelatunent
(Concluded from page 27)

Corsage Orchids Our Specialty
"Flowers for all occasions"

POPLAR
FLOWER SHOP

1361 Poplar Street
Terre Haute, Indiana

Phone C-6122

El

El

El

El

Countmaster techniques and circuitry developed in the course of military research over the past decade.
The Countmaster is to be distributed through major mining supply
companies and through television
distributors already associated with
Hoffman Labs' parent company, Hoffman Electronics Corp., in television
and radio sales. Price is $250.00.

Hoffman Introduces Portable
Geiger Counter Assayer
A portable, lightweight Geiger
counter that permits field assay of
radioactive substance and gives an
accurate, timed count is being introduced this month by Hoffman Laboratories, Inc., Los Angeles.
Dime-Sized Gyroscope Motor
The counter, called the Count- Multiple Employers:
master, weighs just 71/4 pounds, inA dime-sized gyroscope motor,
cluding probe and shield. An accu- probably the world's smallest, has
rate counting range is claimed up to been designed by engineers at
12,000 counts per minute. The "find" Westinghouse Electric Corporation
is flashed upon four rows of tiny for application where space is really
neon lights, where it remains until at a premium — on the moving anerased by the operator.
tenna of aircraft fire-control radar.
Introduction of the new instru- The "inside-out" synchronous motor
ment, first in a series in the field of has a tiny wound stator; the rotor is
radioactivity detection, according to also the inertia wheel of the gyroHoffman spokesmen, marks the first scope. This inside-out design, comcommercial product of Hoffman mon to gyroscope motors, permits an
Labs, which heretofore has been en- element with a large polar moment
tirely concerned with advanced re- of inertia to be built into a small
search and development and produc- space. The 2-phase, 400-cycle motor
tion of electronic gear for the mili- operates on less than a volt per
tary services. More than a year of phase, and revolves at 8000 rpm. The
rugged environmental and type tests gyroscope measures the angular
preceded the introduction.
movement of the antenna, enabling
In its development, Ho man pro- computers to calculate firing in52
ject engineers incorporated in the formation.

Freitag-Weinhardt
Inc.
917 Eagle St.
PHONE C-2394

PLUMBING HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
ALLEN I. WEINHARDT
CHARLES J. KANTMANN

0
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The Count master.
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Search is exciting!
Scientists are constantly probing deeper into the secrets of nature
—bringing new and better things to you
AS THE PROSPECTOR thrills to the search for treasure,
so does the scientist as he searches out the secrets of
the earth, air, and water.
THE TREASURE that the scientist seeks is better understanding of nature, and ways to bring better living
for all of us. To find them, he is constantly probing,
taking the elements apart, putting them back together
in different ways—always looking for something new
and promising.
How important is such research? Today, more than
one-third of the work of the people of Union Carbide is
in providing products and processes that did not exist
in commercial quantities 15 years ago. Each new product, each new process, was born of intensive search.
FROM CHEMICALS TO METALS—The results of these
achievements are serving all of us today—chemicals

for life-saving medicines and many other uses...a wide
range of carbon and graphite products ... oxygen for
the sickroom and industry ...a variety of wonderful
new plastics ... alloying metals for stainless and other
fine steels.
SEARCH ... RESEARCH? To the scientists of Union
Carbide, search and research are the same—an exciting key to a brighter future for all.
more about career
opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS,CARBONS,CHEMICALS,
GASES and PLASTICS. Write for booklet M-2.

STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn

UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
30 EAST 42ND STREET RTIR
In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED

UCC's Trade-marked Products include
LINDE Oxygen
UNION Carbide
HAYNES STELLITE Alloys
SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals
Carbons
NATIONAL
e
Anti-Freez
PRESTONE
Fibers
Textile
and
LINDE
el
Flashlights
Batteries
E‘EREADY
y nE
Silicones
Ln
PREST-O.D
Electrodes
AcHESON
Gas
PYROFAX
Acetylene
BAKELITE, VINYLITE. and KRENE Plastics
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As A Consultant
(Concluded from page 20)
in and respect for the intellect and
intelligence of others as well as his
own.
In technical thinking, a good
worker must be logical. He is preferably, but not necessarily, logical
in other thinking. This leads inevitably to his not being willing to
accept anything fully until he can
examine it by logical processes of
reasoning and prove it experimentally.
Imagination is necessary. A worker must recognize a desirable result
when he sees it, even if it is not
what he started out to get. I do not
mean that an unsuccessful pancake
flour can be expected to be a good
adhesive. But an attempt to produce
milled toilet soap in a rubber mill
gave the U. S. our most widely used
process for making floating soap,
while milled soap is still made the
same old way with minor variations.
A man must continue to learn
throughout his professional career.

Just recall that a man who stopped
learning in 1940 would today know
really nothing about antibiotics,
atomic fission, or benzene from
petroleum. All of you must have a
curiosity about what will be new in
1960. We don't know what it will be
but we know it will be. We want
that type of person.
Multiple Employers:
In a consulting group, you have
not only extremely varied problems,
you have a variety of bosses of
clients. Each has his own individual
problems and difficulties, or has plans
for new work and expansion. You
must be able to get along with each
client, and satisfy his particular technical needs. If you do a good
enough job, he may continue coming
back and give you work over a
period of years. If your work is not
satisfactory, or costs too much for
what it accomplishes, the client will
depart in a huff and you or your
employer has to go out and get new
clients. That's not good business.
Many times the problems which
arise in a manufacturing plant require the consultant to visit the

plant. For example, we provided a
client in Uruguay with a formula and
directions for making both a lightduty and a heavy-duty syndet, with
specifications for raw materials, etc.
We also shipped our own design of
spray tower to Uruguay for spraydrying these products. But there was
trouble. The client could not produce
the product in the form desired,
spray nozzles eroded quickly, and his
production fell below his sales commitments. So one of our engineers
got a fast plane to Uruguay, studied
the production problem, and made
changes as needed. The client is now
making his syndet products again,
although the troubles were not
cleared up overnight, nor even during the visit of the engineer. But the
client did get the help he needed.
While consulting work is a stiff
challenge, it has its rewards in
friends made, and in the satisfaction
of work well done. It affords constant opportunity for learning, and
furnishes a fair monetary return in
comparison with other classes of
chemical engineering employment.
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\Engineers Pioneer

MISSILE
Power Plant Development

W. S."Gus" Broffitt, who received his B.S. in Mechanical Engineering,
U. of Kentucky in 1938, is now Section Head of the Installation Liaison
and Engineering group of the Allison Turbo-Jet Engineering. Shown here
by a J33-A-37, he is holding an inner combustion liner that has been
through the aluminum dipping process, a step which helps cut critical
materials in this high speed, low cost jet engine, designed for 100%
reliability.

I The Allison jet powered USAF B-61 Martin Matador
s the country's first operational ground-to-ground
oilotless bomber. And, it's the first such missile to be
ent overseas for duty.
The B-61 engine—an Allison J33-A-37—is based
on the proven Allison centrifugal flow engine. This
1 2 million hours
,ngine has accumulated more than 2/
of flight in such aircraft as the Lockheed F-80 Shooting
Star, the T-33 Trainer, F-94 Night Fighter, and in the
3rumman F9F Panthers and the Cougars!
In 1950, Allison undertook the project of engineerng and developing a 5-hour, low-cost, expendable jet
engine for the Glenn L. Martin Co. which was under
contract with the Air Force. The missile assignment
made it necessary for Allison to design a J33 model—
incorporating reduced material, manufacturing and
testing costs—and still maintain a 100% reliability.

An aluminum dipping process, developed by Allison
engineers—in cooperation with General Motors Research—helped materially in reduction of critical materials. This process was used on inner combustion
liners and permits using a low alloy steel in place of
highly critical material. The aluminum dipping process
affords corrosion protection,and still enables the liners
to withstand high combustion temperatures. First to
use aluminum dipping equipment on large parts, Allison now uses the process on turbine engines scheduled
for piloted aircraft.
The missile power plant project is another example
of the variety of problems handled by Allison engineering. Because Allison is continually doing pioneer
work in advanced engineering developments, we need
more technically trained men, especially young graduate engineers. Want to know more about your engi-

The concentrated efforts of Allison engineers resulted in an 85% reduction of critical materials in missile

neering future at Allison? Write now for information:

engines in comparison with the similar centrifugal
flow engines built for piloted aircraft.

ALLISON DIVISION, General Motors Corporation
Indianapolis 6, Indiana
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R. G. GREENWOOD, Engineering College Contact
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Stolen by Frank Potts, jr., m.e. and Carter Smith, jr., m.e.

If every boy in the U. S. could
read every girl's mind, the gasoline consumption would drop off
fifty per cent.

staring at them, and finally confronted the porter.
"No suh," came the emphatic
reply. "Every time they asked me
if you was just married, I'd tell
'em, no indeed, you just good
Three Rose students were down friends."
in Miami and they happened to
see a rather good looking girl.
"By golly !" cried the C.E.
Dean: "Will you men in the back
"By gum!" cried the E.E.
of the room please stop exchanging
"By tomorrow night," sighed the notes."
M.E.
Runyan: "They aren't notes, sir,
they're cards. We're playing
Judge:"So they caught you with poker."
Dean: "Oh, I beg your pardon."
this bundle of silverware? Whom
did you plunder?"
Thief: "Two fraternity houses,
Your Honor."
The scene was the interior of a
Judge: "Call up the downtown saloon
in the Far West, and around
hotels, sergeant, and distribute this
the table were gathered as tough
stuff."
a gang as could be found in Nevada. The game was fast and the
stakes were high.
"This pen leaks," said the conSuddenly the dealer threw his
vict as the rain came through the
cards
on the table and pulled out
roof.
a
six-gun.
*
"Boys," he shouted, "this game
ain't
straight. Sam ain't playing
"I wonder what's the matter
the
hand
I dealt him."
with our star basketball player —
he looks so unhappy."
*
"It's because his father is always
writing him for money."
Two battered old wrecks of humanity were sitting together on a
bench in the city park, when one
When the newly-weds got on the informed his neighbor, "I'm a
man
train the groom tipped the porter who never took advice
from anyand whispered, "Don't tell anybody body."
we're just married."
"Shake, old fellow," said the other,
The next day the couple was "I'm a man who followed
everybody's
very embarrased to find everyone advice."
Page 32

"Hey Murphy, what are you
ting into your vest pocket?"
"A stick of dynamite. E
time O'Leary sees me he slaps
on the chest and breaks my cig
The next time he tries it he'll •
his damn hand off."
*

Who says the Russians hay:
sense of humor? This is curre
rolling them in the aisles in
cow:
Ivan: Kto bula dama, a kot
ya videl bac, vchera yecherom
Boris: Obe Net dama —
moya zhenya.
(A free cigarette from the
tor for the first correct tran
tion given to him — only s
members eligible.)
*

Girls and cars are the same—
can use a paint job to conceal
years . . . but the lines tell
story.

A man up in court for stealing
automobile was told by the ju
that he could either have the c
tried by him alone, or before a j
of his peers.
"What's peers?" asked the defe
ant suspiciously.
"Peers are your equals," expl.
ed the judge. "They are men of yl
own class — your own kind."
"You try this case yours
judge," said the prisoner. "I d
want to be tried by a bunch
thieves."
THE ROSE TECH

PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No.13 in a Kodak series

Westbound Rio Grande freight in Ruby Canyon of Colorado River.

The freight rolls away an hour sooner
becausephotography cutsyard bookkeeping
The Denver and Rio Grande Western
Railroad microfilms its waybills in
Illinutes, cuts running schedules,
saves costs in train idling time.
You don't find a Rio Grande freight idling at the
terminal while waybills are copied by hand. Instead, Recordak Microfilming copies them. Then
they're put aboard and the train is off in just
about one-fifth the time it used to take, thus saving hours of valuable crew and train time. Then
the wheel reports are made up from the films and
teletyped ahead.
Railroading is but 011e of over a hundred types of
busiilesses now saving money, time and space with

microfilming. It is one of the fast growing and widely
used ways photography works for industry.
Small businesses and large are finding that photography helps in simplifying routine procedures, in
product design, in personnel relations. It improves
production, saves time and cuts costs.
Graduates in the physical sciences and in engineering find photography an increasingly valuable
tool in their new occupations. Its expanding use has
also created many challenging opportunities at
Kodak, especially in the development of large-scale
chemical processes and the design of complex precision mechanical-electronic equipment. Whether
you are a recent graduate or a qualified returning
service man,if you are interested in these opportunities, write to Business & Technical Personnel Dept.,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester

Eastman Kodak Company,Rochester 4, N.Y.

CHARLES SNYDER, R.P.I., (center) adjusting 5250 triple-unit d -c
mill motor for use in a steel mill.

Engineers RICHARD RENK, IOWA STATE, (left) and ALLEN FRINK,
CATHOLIC UNIV., make last-minute check on 1600-hp diesel-electric
switcher before it is moved to test track.

THEY'RE "GOING PLACES"
AT GENERAL ELECTRIC
Like these young men pictured here, hundreds of scientists, engineers, chemists, physicists and other college
graduates are "getting ahead" fast at General Electric ..
and they are working on projects with the assurance that
their contributions are meaningful and important.
They are moving up rapidly because at General Electric
a world of opportunity awaits the college man of today—a
world limited only by his own ability and interest. The
variety of General Electric products and the diversity of
the Company's operations provide virtually unlimited
fields of opportunity and corresponding rewards, both
materially and in terms of personal satisfaction to young
men who begin a G-E career.
New developments—in silicones, electronics, semi-conductors, gas turbines, atomic power, and others—springing from G-E research and engineering, are creating

Test engineers E. K. VON FANGE, U. OF
NEB., (left) and R. E. LOVE, U. OF TEXAS,
work on slacker and stapler built by them for
homework project.

exciting new opportunities, and are giving college graduates the chalice of finding satisfying, rewarding work.
And by placing prime importance on the development of
talent and skill, developed through G-E training programs and broadened through rotational job programs,
and by providing incentives for creative minds, General
Electric is hurrying young men into success in an industry that is devoted to serving all men through the
ever-increasing and ever-widening uses for electricity,
man's greatest servant.
If you are interested in building a career with Genera/ Electric see your college placement director for the date of the
next visit of the Genera/ Electric representative on your campus. Meanwhile, for further information on opportunities with
Genera/ Electric write to College Editor, Dept. 2-123, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York.

Physicist ROGER DEWES, BROOKLYN POLY.,
working with scintillation counter in G.E.'s
Engineering Laboratory.

GENERAL

ANTHONY TERZANO, PRATT INSTITUTE,
checks connections on direct-current rectifier
which charges 7,500,000-volt impulse generator in G.E.'s new High -voltage Laboratory.
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